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Fanconi anaemia is often described as a:

DNA repair disorder 

or

Genome instability syndrome

“What’s a genome”

“Why does DNA need repair”



DNA…..

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the molecule that carries the 
genetic instructions used in the growth, development, 
functioning and reproduction of all known living organisms
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Human chromosome structure
Single, linear DNA molecule per chromosome

Human cells have 46 chromosomes, 23 from mother & 23 from father



Normal 
human 
genome

Human cells have 
46 chromosomes
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Genome of a cancer cell line that lacks
the Fanconi anaemia protein FANCD1/BRCA2 



Diagnostic test for FA is to treat cells with a chemical called 
an interstrand crosslinking agent such as diepoxybutane
(DEB) or mitomycin C (MMC)

Fanconi anaemia – cells have unstable genomes

untreated DEB-treated



Fanconi anaemia cells show genome instability 
because they have a defect in DNA repair



DNA is a molecule that carries the genetic instructions used in 
the growth, development, functioning and reproduction of all 
known living organisms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DNA_Structure%2BKey%2BLabelled.pn_NoBB.png


The sequence of nucleotides - A, G, C and T’s provide the 
genetic code

A sequence of 3 nucleotides code for one of 20 amino acids, 
which are the building blocks for proteins

Proteins carry out the functions of the cell

A change in the genetic code (or the sequence of A’s, G’s C’s 
and T’s) is termed a MUTATION and may result in a defective 
or absent protein

Mutations and genome changes are the consequence of 
DNA damage

All cells have multiple ways of repairing DNA damage

DNA, Proteins and Mutations



DNA DAMAGE and REPAIR
Cells are under constant attack from a 
variety of agents capable of damaging 

DNA or damage can arise spontaneously

- spontaneous reactive oxygen species (ROS)

- products of metabolism (e.g. aldehydes such as acetaldehyde)

- ultraviolet radiation

- ionising radiation

- naturally occurring mutagens (aflatoxin) 

- man made mutagens (benzo[a]pyrene)

Failure to repair DNA damage can lead to
cell death, mutation or cancer



DNA REPAIR:

Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER)

XERODERMA 
PIGMENTOSUM

(defective in NER)



INTERSTRAND 
CROSSLINKS (ICL)

Some chemicals such as 
diepoxybutane (DEB) link the 

two strands of DNA

FA cells are unable to repair ICL



Interstrand crosslinks block DNA replication

Replication fork



What is the function of the Fanconi anaemia proteins?
How do they interact with each other?

The FA proteins act to remove interstrand crosslinks

Ceccaldi et al, Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology, 17, 337–349 (2016)



Binding of MHF-FANCM-FAAP24 
to ICL-blocked replication forkMHF
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Recruitment of FANC core 
complex via FANCM
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Replication fork remodelling

Monoubiquitylation of 
FANCD2-FANCI by FANCL
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ICL repair by crosslink unhooking, translesion synthesis                                 
& homologous recombination

Restoration of replication fork
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Crosslink unhooking
FANCP
FANCQ
FAN1

Translesion synthesis (TLS)
FANCV

Unhooked damage 
removal
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Homologous 
Recombination 

Repair of  
Broken 

Replication 
Forks



Crosslink unhooking
FANCP
FANCQ
FAN1

Translesion synthesis (TLS)
FANCV

Unhooked damage 
removal

End resection & homologous 
recombination repair (HRR)

Re-establishment of    
replication fork
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HRR
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Fork stabilisation
Cross-link unhooking
Translesion synthesis

Homologous recombination

ICL removal and re-establishment 
of replication fork

Genome stability

NORMAL 
CELLS



Fork stabilisation
Cross-link unhooking
Translesion synthesis

Homologous recombination

ICL removal and re-establishment 
of replication fork

Genome stability

NORMAL 
CELLS

DNA-PKCS

Ku

Mis-repair by NHEJ
No repair

FA CELLS

Partial processing of ICL?
Replication fork collapse?

Genome instability
Mutations & Chromosome 

aberrations



What are the sources of DNA damage in cells 
that the FA pathway removes?

Aldehydes are small reactive and highly toxic molecules that 
are known to cause cancer

Aldehydes are organic compounds that are widespread in 
nature. They can be formed endogenously by lipid

peroxidation, carbohydrate or metabolism ascorbate 
autoxidation, amine oxidases, cytochrome P-450s, or 

myeloperoxidase-catalyzed metabolic activation

Aldehydes, such as acetaldehyde and formaldehyde are 
formed as by-products of several metabolic pathways and can 

cause DNA damage including ICL



Aldehydes - sources

Acetaldehyde: one source results from ethanol (alcohol)

The metabolism of ethanol into acetaldehyde likely accounts for
alcohol-associated cancer

Formaldehyde: produced in relatively high amounts by 
several processes in the cell

The level of endogenous formaldehyde in human blood is remarkably high 
for such a reactive molecule (10-100 µM)

Smoking can generate up to 150 μg of formaldehyde-releasing compounds 
per cigarette
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The FA pathway protects cells 
against aldehyde DNA damage

In removing aldehyde DNA damage the FA pathway helps protect and 
maintain rapidly dividing cells such as hematopoietic stem cells (HSC)

It also maintains the stability of the genome and therefore prevents 
changes to DNA (mutations) that can lead to cancer

Prevents cancer



Lifestyle choices

Avoidance of exogenous (external) sources of DNA damaging 
agents (e.g. alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking)

Cancer treatment

The inability to carry out DNA repair means the most common 
forms of cancer therapy cannot be used for FA patients

(Cis-platin is often used to treat head and neck cancer, but it 
causes interstrand crosslinks)

Highly targeted proton beam therapy may potentially be useful 
in FA patients

Impact of a lack of an FA DNA repair pathway 
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